Jeckells appoints a new agent in Scotland!
It may be Friday 13th Dec 2019 today, but here at Jeckells the Sailmakers we
are full of enthusiasm and demonstrating our confidence in UK manufacture by
having appointed a new agent in
North East Scotland - Stitch It & Fix It of Forres.
Tim Phipps, owner of Stitch It & Fix It, has been at Jeckells the Sailmaker's Sail loft in Wroxham all week
learning the attention to detail that goes into every new Jeckells' Sail, though Stitch It & Fix It has been
repairing sails since 2012. He commented "Jeckells the Sailmakers has been going for nearly 200 years
and is a well-known name in the business so who better to partner us in the future?"
Chris Jeckells, MD of Jeckells the Sailmakers, added "We have agents all over the world to assist our
customers but have hitherto had no one in Scotland, although we exhibit at Scotland's Boat Show every
year. Tim is a first class person and will, I am sure, be just the right person to support us in this important
part of the country where there is so much water and so many boats.
Stitch It & Fix It their website can be found at www.stitchitandfixit.co.uk
They can be contacted on 07891 576529 or email tphipps2751@yahoo.co.uk
For more information please phone Jeckells the Sailmakers on 01603 782223 or email
distribution@jeckells.co.uk

5 year cruising sail guarantee
If you're considering buying new sails for your boat, don't forget our special five year cruising sail
guarantee.
It enables you to buy cruising sails from us safe in the knowledge that they are fully guaranteed against
faulty workmanship and defective materials for a period of five years from the date of
delivery. Furthermore, we undertake to repair free of charge or replace any defective sails.*
* Terms and conditions apply - click here for further details.
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